NOTES
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. All floor levels are in metres and are unfinished unless otherwise specified.
3. Do not scale drawings. Only measured dimensions shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All structural and services details shall be in accordance with relevant consultant's drawings. Any discrepancies shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. All drainage and ventilation systems shall be in accordance with relevant consultant's drawings. Any discrepancies shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
6. All roof slabs to have waterproofing and insulation treatment as per relevant service consultant's drawings.
7. Foundations, if shown, are purely indicative in nature. Please follow structural engineer's drawings for the same.
8. For RCC and other steel work, please refer to structural engineer's drawings.
NOTES:
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. All levels are in metres and are unfinished unless otherwise specified.
3. Do not scale drawings. Only written dimensions shall be followed. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All drawings shall be correlated and read in conjunction with relevant consultant’s approved drawings for structural members, services such as plumbing, sanitary, electrical, air conditioning, ventilation, rainwater drainage, and landscaping. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. Foundations, if shown, are purely indicative in nature. Please refer to structural diagrams for the same.
6. For RCC and other steel work, please refer to structural engineer’s drawings.
NOTES
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. Although the floor and ceiling heights are shown, the net height below the floor slabs shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
3. The building plans and all related information shall be read in conjunction with relevant consultant's drawings for structural members, systems and finishes. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All structural and services drawings are to be read in conjunction with relevant consultant's drawings for structural members, systems and finishes. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. All designs and calculations are carried out in accordance with structural, systems and finishes consultant's drawings. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
6. Foundations, floor and roof drawings are shown. Please refer to structural engineer's drawings for the same.
7. Structural and services calculations are carried out in accordance with the relevant consultant's drawings. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
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1. Private Space (24.5 m²)
2. Semi-Private Space
3. Circulation Space
4. Commercial Unit
5. Public Space (Roof)
6. Bamboo Pergola
7. Bamboo Screens
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Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Roof Plan

Elevation AA (Closed Facade)

Elevation AA (Open Facade)

Elevation BB (Closed Facade)

Elevation BB (Open Facade)

NOTES
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. All levels are in metres and are Unfinished unless otherwise specified.
3. Do not scale drawings. Only written dimensions shall be followed. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All drawings should be correlated and read in conjunction with relevant consultant’s drawings for structural members, services such as plumbing, sanitary, electrical, air conditioning, ventilation, apron, drainage, waterproofing, and landscaping. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. All levels are in metres and are Unfinished unless otherwise specified.
6. All buildings have reinforced concrete base slab and RC walls. The design of the structural elements, beams, columns, slabs, etc. shall be as per structural engineer’s drawings.
7. Foundations, if shown, are purely indicative in nature. Please follow structural engineer’s drawings for the same.
8. For structural and other design issues, please refer to structural engineer’s drawings.

Ground Floor
1. Private Space (48.14 m²)
2. Semi-Private Space
3. Commercial Unit
4. Bamboo Pergola
5. Bamboo Screen

Second Floor
1. Private Space (24.5 m²)
2. Semi-Private Space
3. Commercial Unit
4. Bamboo Pergola
5. Bamboo Screen
NOTES
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. All levels are in metres and are unfinished unless otherwise specified.
3. Do not scale drawings. Only written dimensions shall be followed. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All drawings shall be correlated and read in conjunction with relevant consultant’s approved drawings for structural members, services such as plumbing, sanitary, electrical, air conditioning, ventilation, and other systems. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. All toilets will have sunk floors (unless otherwise specified) as per relevant structural drawings, and waterproofing as per relevant service consultant’s drawings.
6. All roof slabs to have waterproofing and insulation treatment as per service consultant’s drawing.
7. Foundations, if shown, are purely indicative in nature. Please follow structural engineer’s drawings for the same.
8. For RCC and other steel work, please refer to structural engineer’s drawings.
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1. Private Space (24.5 m²)
2. Semi-Private Space
3. Circulation Space
4. Commercial Unit
5. Public Space (Roof)
6. Bamboo Pergola
7. Bamboo Screen

Scale 1:50

15000

Section AA

Elevation AA
1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise specified.
2. All levels are in metres and are unfinished unless otherwise specified.
3. Do not scale drawings. Only written dimensions shall be followed. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
4. All drawings shall be correlated and read in conjunction with relevant consultant’s approved drawings for structural members, services such as plumbing, sanitary, electrical, air conditioning, ventilation, rainwater drainage & waterproofing and landscaping. Any discrepancies noted shall be brought to the notice of the architect prior to execution.
5. All toilets will have sunk floors (unless otherwise specified) as per relevant structural drawings, and waterproofing as per relevant service consultant’s drawings.
6. All roof slabs to have waterproofing and insulation treatment as per service consultant’s drawing.
7. Foundations, if shown, are purely indicative in nature. Please follow structural engineer’s drawings for the same.
8. For RCC and other steel work, please refer to structural engineer’s drawings.
9. Vertical and sloping balusters to be made from bamboo, with thickness (vertically pivoted) of 30mm c/c bolted and fixed to concrete beam 500mm thickness, 850mm in height as per Structural Engineer’s specifications.
10. Metal box section railing (75mm x 620mm x 75mm with 10mm thickness) bolted to concrete slab.